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June 22, 2018

Your wrap-up of the week’s news from LVHN.

Patient Experience Awards

LVH–Pocono recently announced the May 2018 Patient Experience
Award recipients. Our inpatient award recipient is 4B (photo 1) with an
overall 0-10 score of 75 percent top box score. Our outpatient award

recipients are LVPG Pulmonary, (photo 2) LVPG Family Medicine–
Pocono (photo 3) and LVPG Internal Medicine–Tobyhanna (photo 4)
all with a 0–10 score of 100 percent top box (99th percentile).

Parking Deck Upgrades Scheduled

POSITIVE PATIENT TESTIMONIAL

Work to upgrade the parking deck will begin Monday, July 2, at 7 a.m.
The project will last about 90 days through the end of September. Here is
what you need to know:
Access to the upper level will be eliminated for the duration of the project.
Parking under the deck will be limited.
Barricades and parking cones will be used for traffic control.
Use caution when entering and exiting the underside of the deck, as traffic
will be two-way.
An alternate parking site has been established at our Burson Street parking
lot. Shuttle service to and from the hospital will be provided.
There will be no pick-up or drop-off at the Hughes Cancer Center for the
duration of the project.
If you have question, call the facilities and plant operations department at
extension 3694.
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“I’m afraid of needles and told the technician.
They made me feel like they never took any blood
at all. Best experience that I’ve ever had.”

LEARN TO LIFE PAIN-FREE

Luis Cervantes, MD, will host an information
session focused on lower back pain, spinal stenosis
and neck pain on July 31 at 5:30 p.m. at the Dale and
Frances Hughes Cancer Center.

LVHN Daily Coming to LVH–Pocono

LVHN

LVHN Daily is an everyday
source for LVHN news
online. It is currently
available to colleagues who
work in the Lehigh Valley and
Your everyday source for LVHN news.
Hazleton. In July, we’ll take
an important step forward by making LVHN Daily – and the news
in every region – accessible to colleagues throughout LVHN. It’s
another move in the process to fully integrate our health network.
LVHN Daily will contain the news and information you need
and so much more. You’ll be able to watch videos and see
more photos of colleagues. You’ll also be able to comment on
stories, and submit stories, photos and videos of your own that
show why you are #LVHNProud. LVHN Daily also makes it easy
to find LVHN information on our social media sites so you can
share it with people in your social network. Remember to use
#LVHNProud.
When LVHN Daily launches, you will access it by simply
clicking the LVHN Daily icon on the intranet home page. After it
launches, you will receive a new version of LVHN Weekly via email
every Friday. It will be different than the magazine-style version
you receive now. The new LVHN Weekly will be completely

DAILY

electronic and contain headlines that link to the week’s stories on
LVHN Daily. LVHN Weekly will contain both network and sitespecific news.
This is the latest of many steps we’ve taken to enhance
communication at LVHN.
We recently made social media accessible on LVHN computers
so colleagues can advocate for our health network at work.
We introduced the hashtag #LVHNProud, which all colleagues
are encouraged to use when interacting and sharing LVHN
news on their social media accounts.
As part of a new program, Colleague Ambassadors are
sharing important news and information with colleagues and
community members. Watch a video of Ambassadors talking
about what it means to wear the LVHN badge.
Even more exciting things are on the horizon. All colleagues
are encouraged to take our communication survey. It’s your
opportunity to share feedback about how you receive LVHN
news and information now, as well as your ideas about how we
can enhance communication at LVHN in the future.
When all colleagues are well informed about the exciting
things happening at LVHN, we can move forward together and
make LVHN even stronger. We are #LVHNProud.

LVH–POCONO HOSTS ELDER JUSTICE DAY EVENT

Colleagues and community members came together during the third annual Elder Justice Day
event held at the Hughes Cancer Center. Local agencies of Monroe County along with LVH–Pocono
colleagues were on hand to provide information on a variety of topics during the day-long event.
Colleagues provided blood pressure readings, offered prehospital EMS items to help in the event
of an emergency and heard from Jonathan Goldner, DO, Associate Senior Medical Director.

Where is it at LVH–Pocono?

TAKE THE COMMUNICATIONS SURVEY

 he answer will be given in the next issue of LVHN Weekly–
T
Pocono. Happy guessing!
 ast week’s
L
answer:
Second floor
in the Dale &
Frances Hughes
Cancer Center.
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As all 18,000 colleagues move forward together and
make LVHN stronger, it’s essential you have the
information you need to be at your best. That’s why we
need your feedback about how you receive LVHN news and
information now, as well as your ideas about how we can
enhance colleague communication at LVHN in the future.
Please take a few moments to complete this colleague
communications survey. Everyone who submits the survey
and includes their name will be entered into a drawing to
receive an LVHN gift basket. The deadline to complete the
survey is July 2. Based on your feedback, we’ll explore and
implement new and innovative ways to make it more convenient
for you to receive important LVHN news and information.
Thank you for taking the survey and for doing your part to
stay up to date on all the exciting things happening throughout
LVHN. We are #LVHNProud.

June Service Stars – Christa Pollack and Renee Kokinda, LVH–Hazleton
Mary Hoffman, Brienne Laranjeira, Amy Radcliffe, RN,
Annette Schlener, Melissa Osoria, Shaina Vasquez,
Crystal Schaffer, Vicki Siegfried, CRNP, Vanessa
Ribaudo Kaufman, MD, and Jonaid Aslam, MD, LVPG
LVPG colleagues found an unconscious colleague who
began to have a seizure. They immediately jumped into action
to assist her. They called 555, an airway kit was retrieved, and
they contacted the colleague’s family. The effort put forth was an
amazing display of collaboration, teamwork and compassion
that was displayed in a calm and coordinated fashion.

On Nov. 30, 2017, an elderly female patient arrived at the
Sleep Disorders Center at LVH–Hazleton for a scheduled
sleep study. She was accompanied by her husband who
brought her to the appointment. The patient’s husband was
seated while Polysomnographic Technologist Christa Pollack
conducted the initial interview and check-in process. The
patient’s husband was initially alert and talkative. As Pollack
began explaining the procedure for the sleep study, she noticed
the man’s head had fallen back in the chair, and he appeared
unresponsive. She immediately called Polysomnographic
Technologist Renee Kokinda, who quickly came to the room.
They moved the man to the floor, where they established he
had no pulse or respirations. Kokinda began CPR while Pollack
called 911 and readied the AED. CPR was continued by both
colleagues until the emergency personnel and police arrived.
Emergency personnel assumed care of the man and
transported him to the LVH–Hazleton emergency department.
Kokinda and Pollack were also mindful of his spouse, who
was visibly upset. They comforted her and provided emotional
support after helping to contact her son, and waited with her
until he arrived. “In the manner of true professionalism, Christa
and Renee were able to care for the other patients who arrived
shortly thereafter and completed their shift,” says nominator
Russell Gasser, Supervisor at the Sleep Disorders Center at
LVH–Hazleton.

CONGRATULATE THESE PRIDE AWARD
RECIPIENTS

Scott Brandt and Patti Copp, LVH–Pocono
West End Community Ambulance crew members Scott
Brandt, paramedic, and Patti Copp, EMT, were dispatched to
care for a pregnant patient in active labor during a large storm.
Brandt got out of the ambulance every 20-30 feet to help people
move their cars so he could get the ambulance through. Copp
stayed with the patient, keeping her calm and comfortable. The
trip that normally takes 40 minutes took five hours. Within a few
hours after arriving at LVH–Pocono, the woman delivered a
healthy baby boy.
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Alexandra Mercurio-Woch, OD, and Deirdre Ward,
LVH–17th Street
A patient arrived at LVPG Ophthalmology–17th Street after
experiencing unusual vision-loss symptoms. The patient was
quickly triaged by Ward and taken to Mercurio-Woch who
immediately instructed the patient to go to the ER. She believed
the patient was experiencing a stroke. She called ahead to the
ER and provided all the pertinent information to help expedite
the process for the patient’s arrival and ultimate survival.
Carol Demcher, RN, and Kimberly Hashin, MD,
LVH–Schuylkill
When a parishioner became ill and lost consciousness
during mass, Demcher and Hashin helped care for the patient.
Laure Rutt, RN, Brian Hoffstadt, RN, and Ashley Everett,
LVH–Cedar Crest
A patient that recently had surgery became dizzy and faint
trying to leave the building during a fire alarm. Rutt, Hoffstadt
and Everett recognized the patient needed help. An ambulance
was called, and they retrieved an emergency box, elevated her
feet and continued to reassure her and her husband that she
would be OK. They administered glucose after checking her
level and the patient began to show improvement and was
taken by ambulance to the hospital for further evaluation.
Mario Gentile, LVHN–One City Center
When a recent file conversion resulted in a major issue,
Gentile used his expertise and knowledge to correct more than
4,600 FSA duplicate contributions applied to accounts in error
and identified 2,133 HSA contributions that needed to be sent
for reversals. Through his dedication, all current procedures
were reviewed individually and appropriately updated.
Dana Tucker, LVH–Muhlenberg
After conducting a satisfaction survey with LVH–Muhlenberg,
EMS providers identified that the EMS rooms were missing
supplies needed to get ambulances back in service quickly. Plus,
they desired different types of snacks and food be stocked in
rooms. Tucker talked with EMS partners to understand what
they needed and make the necessary adjustments.

